CEREBRAL VENOUS SINUS THROMBOSIS IN A HEALTHY WOMEN TAKING ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE: A CASE REPORT AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
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SUMMARY

Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) is rare than arterial thrombosis. It can affect all age groups but is seen mostly in young women. The diagnosis of CVST is not easy because of variability of clinical symptoms and signs. The patients can present with headache, papilledema, focal deficit, seizures and coma. The most frequent symptom is severe headache. The most common causes of CVST are pregnancy, puerperium, systemic inflammatory diseases, inherited and acquired coagulation disorders, trauma, lumbar puncture, drugs and infection. The use of oral contraceptive (OC) increases the risk of cerebral sinus thrombosis. If there is an additional hereditary prothrombotic factor, the risk of CVST is more. CVST affects superior sagittal sinus and the lateral sinuses more frequently. More than one sinus is affected in one-third of cases. Computed tomografi helps to exclude other intracranial condition but diagnostic value of CT in CVST is limited. Combination of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance venography (MRV) have replaced cerebral angiography for diagnosis of CVST. The treatment of CVST contain supportive (hydration, antibiotheraphy, anticonvulsant) and anticoagulan treatment. Heparin is effective and safety for the treatment of CVST because of this, it is the first-line treatment. The safety of heparin treatment also has been shown in those patients who had hemorrhagic infarcts. Outcomes of CVST is variable from death to complete improvement, but in general it is favorable. Recurrence of CVT is not common.

Herein we present a 33-years old previously healthy women with CVST who taking OC.
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ORAL KONTRASEPTİF KULLANAN SAĞLIKLI KADINDA SEREBRAL VENÖZ SINUS TROMBOZU: VAKA SUNUMU VE LİTERATÜRÜN GÖZDEN GEÇİRİLMESİ

ÖZET

Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) does not have much prevalence but can cause serious damage. The diagnosis of CVST is not easy because of variability of clinical symptoms and signs. Frequently superior sagittal sinus, transverse sinuses, sigmoid sinuses, cavernous sinus ve sinus rectus are effected\(^1\). Can be seen at any age but mostly young adults are affected. Prevalence is three times higher in women comparing to men\(^2\). The most common causes are pregnancy, oral contraceptive usage and puerperium\(^3\-^6\). Systemic inflammatory diseases, inherited and acquired coagulation disorders, trauma, infection, severe anemia, connective tissue disorders and malignancy are the other predisposing diseases. Despite all researches, \(\%20\-\%25\) of patients doesn't have any risk factors\(^7\).

Epidemiologic studies show that oral contraceptive pills increases the risk of venous thromboembolism (deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary thromboembolism)\(^8\). Cerebral venous thrombosis is rare but related with using oral contraceptive in healthy women, especially women with hereditary thrombophilia have high risk\(^9\).

**CASE**

31-year-old patient was admitted to neurology clinic with headache increasing at night and tremor at right hand. The patient reported that symptoms for the last 1 week. Patient has 1 vaginal birth and no history of disease. Arterial blood pressure was 120/75 mmHg and pulse was 80/min, systemic examination revealed no abnormality. There was no neurologic deficit detected either. Also blood tests showed no pathology. Cranial structures were normal at MR imaging, but MR venography determined cutting of image of left transvers sinus that could be the thrombosis (Figure 1).

When we refocused the patient's history, we learned that she was taking oral contraceptive included 0.02 mg etinilestradiol ve 3 mg drospirenon. With additional tests; Floresan anti-nükleer antibody (FANA), Perinuclear Anti-Neutrophil Cytoplasmic Antibodies (p-ANCA), Cytoplasmic antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (c-ANCA), Anti-mitochondrial antibody (AMA), anticardiolipin antibodies IgM and IgG, Lupus antikoagulant were detected negative and Antitrombin III, Protein S, Protein C were in normal range. Also there was no Factor V Leiden mutation.

After the diagnose of left lateral sinus thrombosis, medication immediately started with low molecular weight heparin and warfarin to keep the INR around 2,5. 5th day of anticoagulation treatment, patient fully recovered and followed-up.
DISCUSSION

When we compare CVST and arterial thrombosis of brain, CVST is less common, but conversely arterial thrombosis CVST usually affecting young adults and children. Predicted incidence is 3-4 in a million. 9675 of adult patients are women(10). Mortality and morbidity of CVST is %5-30. Pregnancy, usage oral contraceptive (OC) and puerperium increases frequency in women(3,4,11). First, in 1970 s Buchanan and colleagues reported that OC increased the CVST incidence(12). A study made in 1993-94 in U.S.A showed that using OC was an independent risk factor(7).

The risk of sinus thrombosis is 4.2 times more in women who are not pregnant but using OC (13). Many other studies done in recent years reported that using OC increases the risk of CVST(7,14,15).

Risk may vary with the formula of the OC. The compilation that contains 13 research showed 3th generation OCs have risk of venous thrombosis 1.4-4 times more than 2th generation of OCs(16).

Our case had no abnormality in coagulation tests. The only risk factor was OC usage. In literatur OC usage with trombofilia have higher risk. A case control study done by Dutch group reported that in women using OC, hypercoagulable states increased the risk of CVST from 13 to 34(17). The risk is 10 times more in patients with herediter trombofilia Factor 5 Leiden or Protrombin 20210 mutation. In the patients with these mutations and hyperhomocysteinemia, risk increases exponentially(18).

There are many other factors at etiopathogenesis. These factors are trauma, infection (otitis, sinusitis, meningitis), severe anemia, pregnancy, puerperium, dehydration, connective tissue disease (systemic lupus erythematosus etc), systemic disorders and malignancies. %80 of patients have predisposing factors(7).

The most frequent presenting symptom is headache like in our case. In the study made by Burjin et al., this ratio was %95(19). Other symptoms are nausea, vomiting, hemiparesis, paresthesia, convulsion, loose of conciusness.

CVST affects superior sagittal sinus in %62-80 of cases and lateral sinus in %38-86. %75 of the cases, more than one sinus are effected. Our case had isolated left lateral sinus trombosis. Isolated single sinus thrombosis is rare, less than %10(3).

Especially admittance to emergency, first imaging is computer tomography (CT) usually not have high value of diagnostic. CT is helpful to exclude other diseases and pathologic only in %10-20 of the patients(20). For now, most valuable diagnostic method is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with magnetic resonance venography (MRV). Like in our case, use with has high ability to diagnose CVST and rarely needs angiography(21).

The basis of the treatment are anticoagulants and support therapy. Anticoagulant treatment continues for 3-6 months and reduces the mortality and recovery period. Anticonvulsants and medications to lower the brain pressure are used as support therapy. If the patient get worse and the herniation symtoms are present, surgical decompression could be used(22).

The factors that effect the prognosis of CVST are; age, coma, mental disorders, intracranial hemorrhage and convulsions. A study that analyzed the patients' long term prognosis affected by CVST, reported %85 of patients had no sequele, %14 had non-cerebral thrombotic events, %12 had recurrent convulsions and in %11 CVST developed a second time(23).

As a result, CVST is an important stroke reason in young persons. In premanauposal women, risk of sinus thrombosis is low and the incidence is predicted 4/106/year. OC is one of the iatrogenic reasons. The relation with OC, deep vein thrombosis and thrombophilia is also same with cerebral sinus thrombosis. We should be remember that can be seen in women without a history of hypercoagulability. Patients that want to use OC must be informed for the risks.
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